A Blogger's Little Toolbook™: Content Boxes For WP Posts
(How To Add Content Boxes to Individual Posts – No Coding, No
Changing Stylesheets, No Changing Themes)
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About This Book
This very brief book is not meant to be read so much as to be used. It is a content
resource book. It contains coded examples of content box layouts. You can type or scan,
cut and paste the code into your WordPress blog and the layouts will "magically" appear
in any individual post you wish. However, it is also a how-to book, so you'll know
exactly how and where to paste the code to make it work. You also get a PDF version to
make it easy to cut/paste the code rather than scan or type it. The download link is
http://superperformance.com/ebooks/WP Content Box Templates.pdf.

What's a content resource book?
A content resource book provides reusable content such as clip art, advertising swipe
files, quotations, "how to say it" phrases and paragraphs, illustrations, layouts, music,
story plots, non-fiction outlines, templates for both design and writing, and just about
any other elements that you can imagine being useful in creating your own publications.
One good example of reusable artistic content is the Dover series of books.
The assets in a content resource book may be licensed for use as royalty-free with some
restrictions or may be free to use in any way you like, simply for the price of the book.
Some content books may include instructions on how to use the content. Others may
simply provide the content.

Why is the book so short?
If you aren't familiar with them you may be surprised to find that content resource
books do tend to be short. On the average they run less than 100 pages in black and
white. And it's quite usual to see them at less than fifty pages. Especially those in color.
The assets packed into them are generally quite valuable and sell very well merely as
individual pages or even individual assets. Especially the clip art and illustrations or
templates.
Those that are like this one -- how to do something in particular, with permission to use
the examples in your own work -- are designed only to solve one particular issue. It
takes as many or as few pages as it takes.
In the past, short print publications such as this were published as booklets. But the
quality and durability of booklets tend to be less than that of standard paperbacks and,
yet, often cost more to print. So even publishers of very short books are now starting to
use standard paperback.
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This is the book version of a post formerly on the Human Performance and Productivity
blog. It comes with a PDF for cut/paste operations. The reason I made it as a blog post
in the first place is that the post itself demonstrated that the code worked -- proof of
concept. The boxes weren't just images as you see here. They were coded.
I like to vary the formatting of my posts. I don’t have lots of time to code. So, I’ve tried
a number of plugins meant to help with the kind of formatting I want. Many were
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supposed to help replace the formats for asides, image presentation, quotes, links and
status updates that WordPress used to make available in its core. And WP still makes
gallery formatting available through the “add media” button in the editor. But, I’m not
satisfied with the plugins or the gallery function provided by WP. Also, plugins take
time to learn how to use. (Did I mention I don’t have lots of extra time?) And then
there’s the expense — the ones you prefer may turn out to be the pricey ones, rather than
the free ones.
So, I’ve gone back to coding my own. It’s actually faster. Just a few lines of html styled
with CSS can do a lot. Furthermore, as I mentioned in the content box above, the code
I’m going to share with you is designed to work in responsive themes. The CSS is inline
rather than relying on stylesheets, so it should work fine in any theme and won’t change
with updates to themes or WP. This book and its ebook is a demo and how-to for you.
All you will have to do is copy a bit of text, select the “text” tab in your WP editor, paste
it in, hit the “visual” tab and you’re good to go. More on that later.
However, there is one change you may have to make to WP. The editor that comes with
WordPress is called “TinyMCE.” It’s a very good basic editor. But its visual editor strips
some html that it considers superfluous from the modifications (like content boxes) that
you make in the “text” editor. So, in order to make the content boxes look and work
correctly, you’ll have to get “TinyMCE Advanced,” if you don’t already have it. It's free.
And you will have to use the settings tool to prevent that stripping.
Here’s how to get TinyMCE Advanced. First, go to https://wordpress.org/plugins/
tinymce-advanced/ , install it by whatever method you usually use with your WP and
activate it. If you do not know how to install plugins or themes, you need to learn that
before you try adding content boxes to your posts. You can do that at http://
www.wpbeginner.com/beginners-guide/step-by-step-guide-to-install-a-wordpressplugin-for-beginners/. I’m assuming that anyone interested in making their posts look
more stylish has the basic skills of using WP.
As I illustrate in the image below, select “settings” from your sidebar and choose
“TinyMCE Advanced.” Your screen should look much like the image. Find “Advanced
Options” and check the box “Keep paragraph tags.” Be sure to hit the “Save Changes”
button before you exit the page. I leave it to you to find out all the other lovely things
you can do with TinyMCE Advanced, but I will say you’ll be pleased with how much
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more powerful your editor has become. Of course, if you already do have TinyMCE
Advanced, all you need to do is make sure the “Keep paragraph tags” box is checked.

(The TinyMCE soon may be replaced with Guttenberg as core editor. You should be able
to replace the new core with TinyMCE Advanced and continue to use it if you like.)
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This book and its ebook just give you a whole bunch of content box designs. There’s
not a lot of stuff to read — it’s primarily samples of the content boxes
themselves and code snippets to copy and paste. Let me start a quick demo with
content box examples and code first. In the section following the boxes and code, you’ll
find illustrated instructions for putting them in your posts.

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; border: thin solid #dddddd; background-color: white;
padding: 10px;”>
<p>White centered 50% content box. Very light gray border. Select and erase the text in this box
and and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or below
this box to type or place other content outside this box.</p>
</div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: #f5f5f5; border: thin solid
#dddddd; padding: 10px;”>
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<p>Very light gray centered 50% content box. Very light gray border. Select and erase
the text in this box and and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor
immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</
p>
</div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: #f0f8ff; border: thin solid
#dddddd; padding: 10px;”><p>Very light blue centered 50% content box. Very light
gray border. Select and erase the text in this box and and replace it with your image
and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other
content outside this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: mistyrose; border: thin solid
#dddddd; padding: 10px;”><p>Very light pink centered 50% content box. Very light
gray border. Select and erase the text in this box and and replace it with your image
and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other
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content outside this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: #f0fff0; border: thin solid
#dddddd; padding: 10px;”><p>Very light green centered 50% content box. Very light
gray border. Select and erase the text in this box and and replace it with your image
and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other
content outside this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
Below are the same content boxes as immediately above, but with an
attention-getting thickly-stroked left border.

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; border: thin solid #dddddd; padding: 10px;
border-left: 10px solid #dddddd;”>
<p>White centered 50% content box. Very light gray border. Gray left stroke. Select and
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erase the text in this box and and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your
cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside this
box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: #f5f5f5; border: thin solid
#dddddd; padding: 10px; border-left: 10px solid #dddddd;”><p>Very light gray
centered 50% content box. Very light gray border. Gray left stroke. Select and erase the
text in this box and and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor
immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</
p></div><p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p><div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: #f0f8ff;
border: thin solid #dddddd; padding: 10px; border-left: 10px solid blue;”><p>Very light
blue centered 50% content box. Very light gray border. Blue left stroke. Select and erase
the text in this box and and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor
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immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</
p></div><p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p><div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: mistyrose;
border: thin solid #dddddd; padding: 10px; border-left: 10px solid red;”><p>Light pink
centered 50% content box. Very light gray border. Red left stroke. Select and erase the
text in this box and and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor
immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</
p></div><p>&nbsp;</p>

<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”margin: auto; width: 50%; background-color: #f0fff0; border: thin solid
#dddddd; padding: 10px; border-left: 10px solid green;”><p>Very light green centered
50% content box. Very light gray border. Green left stroke. Select and erase the text in
this box and and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately
above or below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</p></div>
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<p>&nbsp;</p>

Select and copy the code from the ebook for any one of the
content boxes you see above. As highlighted in blue in this photo
below:

Open your WP post editor and select the “text tab.” Click inside
the editor window and paste the text. As shown in the next photo.
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Then, as shown the next photo, select the “visual” tab to return to
your usual visual editor, and voila! — there is the box waiting for
you to edit the text. The further instructions for using the content
box are actually written as content in the box itself.
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As you can imagine, all the content boxes are added to your posts the same way as you
just learned for the 50% centered content boxes.
The text boxes below are designed to fit the full width of your blog’s post content area.
They are bordered and can have white or colored backgrounds. The first set of five have
simple thin borders. The second set of five have an added attention-getting thick stroke
before the text. Many people use a full width box as the container for the entire post,
but it is effective as a special content offset as well.
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Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid #dddddd; background-color: white; padding:
10px;”><p>White content box light gray border. Full width. Select and delete all this
text and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or
below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid #dddddd; background-color: #f5f5f5; padding:
10px;”><p>Very light gray content box light gray border. Full width. Select and delete
all this text and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately
above or below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid red; background-color: pink; padding: 10px;”><p>Pink
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content box red border. Full width. Select and delete all this text and replace it with your
image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or
place other content outside this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid green; background-color: lightgreen; padding: 10px;”>
<p>Light green content box green border. Full width. Select and delete all this text and
replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or below
this box to type or place other content outside this box.</p>
</div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid blue; background-color: lightblue; padding:
10px;”><p>Light blue content box blue border. Full width. Select and delete all this text
and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or
below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
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Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid #dddddd; border-left: 10px solid #dddddd; backgroundcolor: white; padding: 10px;”><p>White content box light gray border. Stroked left. Full
width. Select and delete all this text and replace it with your image and/or text. Click
your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside
this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid #dddddd; border-left: 10px solid gray; background-color:
#f5f5f5; padding: 10px;”><p>Gray content box light gray border. Stroked left. Full
width. Select and delete all this text and replace it with your image and/or text. Click
your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside
this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
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<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid red; border-left: 10px solid red; background-color: pink;
padding: 10px;”>
<p>Pink content box red border. Stroked left. Full width. Select and delete all this text
and replace it with your image and/or text. Click your cursor immediately above or
below this box to type or place other content outside this box.</p>
</div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid green; border-left: 10px solid green; background-color:
lightgreen; padding: 10px;”><p>Light green content box green border. Stroked left. Full
width. Select and delete all this text and replace it with your image and/or text. Click
your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside
this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid blue; border-left: 10px solid blue; background-color:
lightblue; padding: 10px;”><p>Light blue content box blue border. Stroked left. Full
width. Select and delete all this text and replace it with your image and/or text. Click
your cursor immediately above or below this box to type or place other content outside
this box.</p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
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Here’s an example of a fancier centered 50% content box than the simple ones I showed
you earlier. I think that if you get much more complicated, the design starts to distract
from the content. We just want to call special attention to some content, not overwhelm
with elaborate styling. (Actually, it’s a content box with three smaller content boxes
inside it.) This is what the template looks like:

Here it is with an image in the header box and text content in the rest.
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(As you might guess, there is no yourgarden.cog website. It’s just demo text.) The code
for the template box is:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: thin solid #DCDCDC; padding: 4px; margin: auto; width: 50%; boxshadow: 5px 5px 10px #888888;”>
<div style=”border: thin solid #DCDCDC; padding: 2px; text-align: center;”>
<p>Header or Image Goes Here.</p>
</div>
<div style=”padding: 2px;”>
<p>Content Goes Here.</p>
</div>
<div style=”border: thin solid #DCDCDC; padding: 2px; text-align: center;”>
<p>Footer or Image Goes Here</p>
</div>
</div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
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<div style=”border: 1px solid gray; padding: 10px; background-color: white; margin:
auto; width: 80%;”><p><span style=”font-family: times new roman,times,serif; fontsize: 70pt; line-height: 1;”>“</span><span style=”font-size: 18pt;”><em>This is some
quoted text. Just select this text (but not the curly quote mark) and replace it with a nice
quotation.</em></span></p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: 1px solid gray; padding: 10px; background-color: #f0f8ff; margin:
auto; width: 80%;”><p><span style=”font-family: times new roman,times,serif; fontsize: 70pt; line-height: 1;”>“</span><span style=”font-size: 18pt;”><em>This is some
quoted text. Just select this text (but not the curly quote mark) and replace it with a nice
quotation.</em></span></p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>

Here’s the code for the box above:
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<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: 1px solid gray; padding: 10px; background-color: white; margin:
auto; width: 80%; box-shadow: 5px 5px 10px #888888;”>
<p><span style=”font-family: times new roman serif; font-size: 70pt; line-height:
1;”>“</span> <span style=”font-size: 18pt;”><em>This is some quoted text. Just select
this text (but not the curly quote mark) and replace it with a nice quotation.</em></
span></p>
</div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
Oh, and just for fun, here’s a 50% centered simple box with shadow:

Here’s the code for the box above:
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<div style=”border: 1px solid gray; padding: 10px; background-color: white; margin:
auto; width: 50%; box-shadow: 5px 5px 10px #888888;”><p><em>This is a simple
50% centered content box with a shadow. Just select this text and replace it with an
image or text or both.</em></p></div>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
Yeah, this was long for a post. You can see why I turned it into a book and PDF ebook.
Hope you can use the resources! As I mentioned at the beginning, the post was a proofof-concept kind of thing. I removed it and the freely-available PDF before publishing it
as a book. However, I removed it by hiding the post, not destroying it. You can see it at
http://superperformance.com/myblog/add-content-boxes-to-individual-posts-nocoding-no-changing-stylesheets-no-changing-themes. But only if you have that link.
Remember to get the ebook version that is part of this print/ebook package:
http://superperformance.com/ebooks/WP Content Box Templates.pdf
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